
E� Tor� Restauran� Bar Men�
1 Ulica Fra Filipa Grabovca, Zagreb, Croatia

+385996132926,+385993315533 - https://eltoro.hr/

A comprehensive menu of El Toro Restaurant Bar from Zagreb covering all 12 dishes and drinks can be
found here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details
provided on the website. The restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a
wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and have something.

What User doesn't like about El Toro Restaurant Bar:
eating was good, nothing special, but very overpriced. the number of waiters and guests is like 17:1, and our
waiter came back too often, could not finish two sets with my wife. every few minutes is a loud piepton when

someone is ready to drop a few waiters loud. another waiter asked us if he could suggest a wein for our dinner,
and if we said yes, he said that his knowledge about wee is not so good and that he will... read more. The El Toro
Restaurant Bar from Zagreb serves menus that you can find all over Europe, and you can try delicious American
meals like Burger or Barbecue. Here they also grill South American fresh seafood, meat, as well as beans and

potatoes, here they serve a appetizing brunch in the morning.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Mea�
STEAKHOUSE

Mai� Cours�
CEVICHE

Sush� Or Sashim�
OCTOPUS

Restauran� Categor�
AMERICAN

Salad�
TACOS

COLESLAW

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

BURGER

Ingredient� Use�
SALMON

BEEF

PORK MEAT

WE HAVE

EGG
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00-02:00
Wednesday 11:00-02:00
Thursday 11:00-02:00
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Saturday 11:00-02:00
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